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Abstract— This paper studies the problem of distributionally
robust model predictive control (MPC) using total variation
distance ambiguity sets. For a discrete-time linear system with
additive disturbances, we provide a conditional value-at-risk
reformulation of the MPC optimization problem that is distribu-
tionally robust in the expected cost and chance constraints. The
distributionally robust chance constraint is over-approximated
as a simpler, tightened chance constraint that reduces the com-
putational burden. Numerical experiments support our results
on probabilistic guarantees and computational efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a widely used method
for robot motion planning, because it incorporates state and
control constraints in a receding horizon fashion [1], [2].
There are many ways to incorporate uncertainty in MPC.
Robust MPC accounts for worst-case disturbances in a set
of bounded uncertainties [3]. This approach is often too
conservative, since it does not account for the distribution of
the uncertainties. Stochastic MPC (SMPC) [4] minimizes the
expected value of a cost function, while respecting a bound
on the probability of violating state and control constraints
(also called chance constraints). Risk-aware MPC methods
use coherent risk measures [5], [6] to account for variations in
the underlying distribution of uncertainty. This is convenient
since one often only has an estimate of the true uncertainty
distribution. This notion of allowing for variation in the
underlying distribution is called distributional robustness.
Conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) is an important example
of a coherent risk measure that has received significant
attention in risk-aware MPC. In [7], the authors proposed
a Lyapunov condition for risk-sensitive exponential stability
in the presence of discretely quantized process noise for a
CVaR objective but did not include risk constraints in their
formulation. Measurement noise and moving obstacles were
considered in [8], wherein the authors devised an MPC-
based scheme for path planning with CVaR safety constraints
when a reference trajectory is generated by RRT˚ [9] and
extended to a Wasserstein distributionally robust formulation
in [10]. A method based on stochastic reachability analysis
was proposed in [11] to estimate a CVaR-safe set of initial
conditions via the solution to a Markov Decision Process.
Risk-sensitive obstacle avoidance has been tackled through
CVaR control barrier functions in [12] and applied to bipedal
robot locomotion. In this setting, discrete, additive process
noise was considered because it could be numerically calcu-
lated in simulation for a series of walking behaviors.
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Fig. 1. Depiction of the Total Variation Distance (TVD) between discrete
probability distributions. Our method is robust to any distribution within TVD
ď α of a nominal distribution, where α P p0, 1q.

It is important to note that coherent risk measures have
heretofore provided distributional robustness in the cost, but
not in the chance constraints that one may need to satisfy in
SMPC. This work extends the use of coherent risk measures
to provide distributional robustness in the chance constraints.
Distributionally robust chance constraints (DRCCs) have been
well studied in stochastic optimization. A popular metric
for enforcing distributional robustness is the Wasserstein
distance. In [13] the author proposed a tight inner and outer
approximation of the DRCC with a Wasserstein ambiguity
set using a CVaR reformulation. In [14], the authors enforced
DRCCs with Wasserstein distance ambiguity set in an MPC
setting. Optimal control using distributionally robust CVaR
constraints with second-order moment ambiguity sets can be
posed as a semidefinite program in [15].
The total variation distance (TVD) is another commonly used
bounding metric on probability spaces. Intuitively, it provides
an upper bound on the difference of probabilities that an
event occurs under two measures [16], see Fig. 1 for an
illustration of TVD. In [17], the authors provide a TVD-
based distributionally robust solution of the linear, quadratic
regulator and use this formulation for a drop–shipping retail
fulfillment application. In [18], the authors consider a data-
driven strategy to solve iterative tasks using a MPC scheme.
This framework is amenable to general ambiguity sets, in-
cluding TVD.
This paper extends the literature on distributionally robust
MPC using TVD ambiguity sets. We provide a deterministic
approximation of a stochastic MPC optimization problem
with a distributionally robust objective and DRCC with TVD
ambiguity sets for a discrete distribution. This is achieved by
over-approximating the DRCC in the form of a simple, but
more conservative, chance constraint that is further simplified
using CVaR. The objective is also reformulated as a CVaR
objective. The resulting MPC optimization is an efficient
quadratic program.
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II. PRELIMINARIES

Consider a probability space pΩ,F , P q, where Ω, F , and
P are the sample space, σ-algebra over Ω, and probability
measure over F , respectively. A random variable C : Ω ÝÑ R
denotes the cost of each outcome. For a constant p P r1,8q,
LppΩ,F , P q denotes the vector space of real valued random
variables C for which Er|C|ps ă 8. The set of all random
variables defined on Ω is C. A risk measure is a function that
maps a cost random variable to a real number, ρ : C ÝÑ R.
For constrained stochastic optimization programs, chance
constraints can be reformulated by a commonly used risk
measure called the Value-at-Risk (VaR). For a given confi-
dence level α P p0, 1q, VaR1´α denotes the p1´ αq-quantile
value of the cost variable C and is defined as,

VaR1´αpCq :“ inftz |PpC ď zq ě αu.

It follows that VaR1´αpCq ď 0 ùñ PpC ď 0q ě α.
However, VaR is generally nonconvex and hard to compute.
We now introduce convex and monotonic risk measures.
Definition 1 (Coherent Risk Measures [19], [20]): Consider
two random variables, C, C 1 P C. A coherent risk measure,
ρ : C ÝÑ R, is a risk measure that satisfies the following
properties:

1) Monotonicity C ď C 1 ùñ ρpCq ď ρpC 1q,
2) Translational invariance ρpC`aq “ ρpCq`a, @a P R,
3) Positive homogeneity ρpaCq “ aρpCq, @a ě 0,
4) Subadditivity ρpC ` C 1q ď ρpCq ` ρpC 1q.

Coherent risk measures can be written as the worst-case
expectation over a convex and closed set of probability mass
(or density) functions (pdfs/pmfs). This convex set in the dual
representation of a risk measure is an ambiguity set.
Definition 2 (Representation Theorem): Every coherent risk
measure can be represented in its dual form as,

ρpCq :“ sup
QPQ

EQpCq,

where the ambiguity set (or risk envelope) is convex and
closed, and probability density QpXq is absolutely continuous
with respect to density P pXq; i.e., P pXq “ 0 Ñ QpXq “ 0.
While coherent risk measures act on scalar cost random
variables, in this paper, we write ρpCq, where C is an
n´vector of cost random variables, to mean ρpCq “
“

ρpC1q, . . . , ρpCnq
‰T

. We present two examples of coherent
risk measures pertinent to the problem presented in this work.

A. Conditional Value-at-Risk

The conditional value-at-risk, CVaR1´α, measures the ex-
pected loss in the p1´ αq-tail given that the threshold
VaR1´α has been crossed. CVaR1´α is found as [21]

CVaR1´αpCq :“ inf
zPR

E

«

z `
pC ´ zq`

1´ α

ff

,

“ inf
zPR,sPRJ

J
ÿ

j“1

ppjq

ˆ

z `
spjq

1´ α

˙

s.t. spjq ě 0, spjq ` z ě Cj ,

(1)

where p¨q` :“ maxt¨, 0u and Cj denotes the jth realization
of the random variable C whose probability of occurrence is
given by ppjq. A value of α » 0 corresponds to a risk-neutral
case. A value of α Ñ 1 is rather a risk-averse case. CVaR
provides a convex upper bound of VaR, i.e.,

VaR1´αpCq ď CVaR1´αpCq ď 0 ùñ PpC ď 0q ě α. (2)

B. Total Variation Distance

This work aims to achieve distributional robustness for am-
biguity sets defined by the total variation distance [22],

TVD1´αpCq :“ sup
QPQTVD

EQpCq “ α sup
cPΩ

c`p1´αqCVaR1´αpCq,

where the ambiguity set of TVD1´αpCq is given by,

QTVD :“
!

q P ∆J : dTV pp, qq “
1

2

J
ÿ

j“1

|qpjq ´ ppjq| ď α
)

,

where ∆J is the probability simplex, ∆J :“ tq P RJ | q ě
0,

řJ
j“1 qpjq “ 1u and p refers to the probability mass

function associated with the random variable C. Gibbs and
Su [16] survey the relationships between total variation and
various other probability metrics/distances.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a class of discrete-time systems given by

xpt` 1q “ Axptq `Buptq `Dδptq (3)

where xptq P Rnx and uptq P Rnu are the system state and
controls at time t, respectively. The system is affected by a
stochastic, additive, process noise δt P Rnd .
Assumption 1 (Discrete process noise): The process noise δ
consists of i.i.d. samples of a discrete distribution given by the
probability mass function (pmf), p “ rpp1q, pp2q, . . . , ppJqsT .
For this distribution, we also define the index set D “

t1, . . . , Ju.1

Consider there are r state constraints that take the form

X :“ tx P Rnx |Fxx ď gxu, Fx P Rrˆnx , gx P Rr.

In this work, we are interested in satisfying these state
constraints in a distributionally robust manner,

1´ ε ď min
QPQ

PQpx P X q

“ 1´max
QPQ

PQpx R X q

“ 1´max
QPQ

EQp1xRX q

“ 1´ ρp1xRX q,

where we used the property that the probability of an event
can be expressed as the expected value of its indicator to
express the DRCC as the risk of an indicator. Hence,

min
QPQTVD

PQpx P X q ě 1´ ε ðñ TVD1´αp1xRX q ď ε. (4)

1The results in this paper can be extended to continuous distributions using
sample average approximation [23] or other sample-based techniques [24].



Problem 1: Consider the discrete-time system (3). Given a
deterministic initial condition x0 P Rnx , state constraints
X Ă Rnx , convex polytopic control constraints U Ă Rnu ,
a convex stage cost c : Rnx ˆ Rnu Ñ Rě0, a horizon
N P N, and risk tolerance ε P p0, 1q for state constraints,
compute the receding horizon controller u “ tukuN´1

k“0 such
that the total cost J pxptq,uq is minimized while satisfying
the distributionally robust constraints (4), i.e., the solution to
the following optimization problem,

min
u

J pxptq,uq :“ TVD1´α

ˆN´1
ÿ

k“0

cpxk,ukq

˙

(5a)

s.t. xk`1 “ Axk `Buk `Dδk, (5b)
TVD1´αp1xkRX q ď ε, (5c)
uk P U , x0 “ xptq, @k P t0, . . . N ´ 1u, (5d)

where, xk “ xpt` k|tq and uk “ upt` k|tq.

IV. MPC REFORMULATION

The batch form of Equation (5b) can be re-written as

xk`1 “ Ak`1x0 `

k
ÿ

i“0

´

AiBuk`1´i `A
iDδk`1´i

¯

,

“ Ak`1x0 `Bk`1ūk`1 `Dk`1δ̄k`1,

where, Bk, ūk, Dk, and δ̄k are described in Appendix A.
Clearly, as k increases, the disturbance effects compound.
At each step k, the distribution of xk is given by the joint
distribution of pδ1, . . . , δkq. Let pk denote the probability
mass function of this joint distribution. The size of this joint
pmf is Jk (see Assumption 1).
The following key result provides an over approximation of
the DRCC for TVD ambiguity sets.
Lemma 1 (Risk Reformulation): If Assumption 1 holds,
then (5c) is satisfied if the following constraint is satisfied,

Ppxk R X q ` α ď ε. (6)
Proof: We express the risk constraint through its dual

representation. Note that we are finding the worst-case expec-
tation within the TVD-based risk envelope. The distribution
that gives us this worst-case expectation has the pmf q ˝ pk
(where ˝ denotes element-wise multiplication) in the follow-
ing optimization,

TVD1´αp1xkRX q “ max
q

Jk
ÿ

j“1

qpjqpkpjq1xj
kRX

s.t.
Jk
ÿ

j“1

qpjqpkpjq “ 1, qpjq ě 0,

Jk
ÿ

j“1

1

2
|qpjqpkpjq ´ pkpjq| ď α.

(7a)

“ min
λ1PRJk ,λ2,νPR

max
q

Lpλ1, λ2, νq

s.t. λ1 ľ 0, λ2 ě 0.
(7b)

where, Lpλ1, λ2, νq is the Lagrangian of the constrained
optimization given in (7a) given by,

Lpλ1, λ2, νq “
Jk
ÿ

j“1

qpjq

„

pkpjq1xj
kRX

` νpkpjq ` λ1pjq



´ λ2

`

Jk
ÿ

j“1

pkpjq |qpjq ´ 1|

fpqpjqq

´2α
˘

´ ν.

The inner maximization of (7b) can be solved by using convex
conjugate of the function fpxq “ |x´ 1| given by,

f˚pyq “

"

y |y| ď 1
`8 |y| ą 1

.

Hence, we obtain maxq Lpλ1, λ2, νq “

λ2

řJk

j“1 pkpjqf
˚
`

pλ2pkpjqq
´1

`

pkpjq1xj
k
RX ` νpkpjq ` λ1pjq

˘˘

`

2λ2α´ ν.
Now we substitute the above convex conjugate f˚ into (7b)2,

TVD1´αp1xkRX q

“ min
λ1,λ2,ν

Jk
ÿ

j“1

`

pkpjq1xj
kRX

` νpkpjq ` λ1pjq
˘

` 2λ2α´ ν

s.t. λ1 ľ 0, λ2 ě 0,

´ 1 ď pλ2pkpjqq
´1

`

pkpjq1xj
kRX

` νpkpjq ` λ1pjq
˘

ď 1

(8a)

“ min
λ1,λ2,ν

Ppxk R X q ` ν `
Jk
ÿ

j“1

λ1pjq ` 2λ2α´ ν

s.t. λ1 ľ 0, λ2 ě 0,

´ λ2pkpjq ´ νpkpjq ´ λ1pjq ď pkpjq1xj
kRX

,

pkpjq1xj
kRX

ď λ2pkpjq ´ νpkpjq ´ λ1pjq,

(8b)

ď min
λ1,λ2,ν

Ppxk R X q `
Jk
ÿ

j“1

λ1pjq ` 2λ2α

s.t. λ1 ľ 0, λ2 ě 0,

´ λ2pkpjq ´ νpkpjq ´ λ1pjq ď 0,

pkpjq ď λ2pkpjq ´ νpkpjq ´ λ1pjq,

(8c)

“ Ppxk R X q ` α. (8d)

In the above equations, we first substituted f˚ and constrained
the argument of the conjugate to lie in [´1, 1] in (8a) con-
sidering that the conjugate is unbounded outside this range.
Afterwards, we noted that

Ppxk R X q “
Jk
ÿ

j“1

pkpjq1xj
kRX

,

and re-arranged the inequality constraints on
pλ2pkpjqq

´1
`

pkpjq1xj
kRX

` νpkpjq ` λ1pjq
˘

to obtain (8b).

2We can take the inverse of λ2 in the conjugate because the solution of (7a)
always lies on the boundary of the TVD constraint

řJ
j“1

1
2
|qpjqpkpjq ´

pkpjq| ď α, i.e., the optimal λ2 ą 0.



Next, we make the following constraints stricter in (8c)

´λ2pkpjq ´ νpkpjq ´ λ1pjq ď 0 ùñ

´λ2pkpjq ´ νpkpjq´λ1pjq ď pkpjq1xj
kRX

,

pkpjq ď λ2pkpjq ´ νpkpjq ´ λ1pjq ùñ

pkpjq1xj
kRX

ď λ2pkpjq´νpkpjq ´ λ1pjq,

to get a upper bound on (8b) that is independent of the state
xjk. Finally, we note that pλ1, λ2, νq “ p0, 0.5,´0.5q satisfies
the KKT condition [25] and hence is the optimal solution to
(8c) to complete the proof.
Remark 1: A natural interpretation of the tightening provided
in Lemma 1 can be seen in Fig. 1: one could have predicted
that the probability of constraint violation can vary at most
by 2α. The above proof provides a state-independent way to
realize a similar tightening. It may be more conservative than
the TVD constraint value, but it simply approximates the dis-
tributionally robust chance constraint by a more conservative
chance constraint (with lower violation probability). If α ą ε,
then the chance constraint becomes Ppxk R X q ă 0, which is
impossible to satisfy and indicates that the conservativeness
of the chance constraint should be reduced by decreasing α
or increasing ε.
Lemma 2: If Assumption 1 holds, the TVD constraint (5c) is
satisfied if the following constraint is satisfied,

Fxx̃k ` CVaRε´α
`

FxDkδ̄k
˘

ď gx, (9)

where x̃k is the undisturbed nominal state: xk “ x̃k `Dδ̄k.
Proof: In [26], Nemirovski and Shapiro showed that

CVaR provides a convex conservative approximation of the
chance constraint. We have shown in Lemma 1 that (5c) is
satisfied if (6) holds. Hence, a conservative approximation of
Ppxk R X q “ PpFxxk ´ gx ą 0q ď ε´ α is given by,

0 ě CVaRε´αpFxxk ´ gxq
“ CVaRε´αpFxx̃k ` FxDkδ̄k ´ gxqq

“ Fxx̃k ´ gx ` CVaRε´αpFxDkδ̄kq,

where we obtain the first step by plugging in xk “ x̃k`Dδ̄k
and the next step follows from the translational invariance
property of coherent risk measures.
Lemmas 1, 2 provide a simple tightening of the state con-
straints (5c).
Remark 2: CVaR can be computed using the minimization
given in Section II. The chance constraint can be further
tightened using the positive homogeneity property of coherent
risk measures and i.i.d assumption on all disturbances,

Fxx̃k ` ‖FxD‖1CVaRε´αp|δ|q ď gx. (10)

This tightening further reduces the size of the optimization
problem, as ‖FxD‖1CVaRε´αp|δ|q can be expressed with
approximately Jk fewer optimization variables and 2Jk fewer
constraints for each k P t0, . . . N ´1uwhen computed online.
Lemma 3 (Cost function): If the cost function given in (5a)
is expressed as a quadratic cost with

cpxk,ukq “ x
T
kQxk ` u

T
kRuk,

then the MPC cost J pxt,uq is equivalently expressed as:

J pxt,uq

“ min
m,z,s

N´1
ÿ

k“0

cpx̃k,ukq`αm`p1´ αq
JN
ÿ

j“1

pN pjq
`

z`
spjq

1´ α

˘

(11a)

s.t. m ě

N´1
ÿ

k“0

`

Dkδ̄
j
k ` 2Akx0 ` 2Bkūk

˘T
QDkδ̄

j
k, (11b)

spjq ` z ě
N´1
ÿ

k“0

`

Dkδ̄
j
k ` 2Akx0 ` 2Bkūk

˘T
QDkδ̄

j
k,

(11c)

spjq ě 0, @j P t1, . . . , JNu (11d)
Proof: See Appendix B.

Using the reformulations afforded by Lemmas 1, 2, 3, we can
reformulate the MPC optimization given in (5).
Theorem 4: If there exists a solution to the following
quadratic program,

min
u,m,z,s

N´1
ÿ

k“0

cpx̃k,ukq ` αm` p1´ αq
JN
ÿ

j“1

pN pjq

ˆ

z `
spjq

1´ α

˙

(12a)
s.t. x̃k`1 “ Ax̃k `Buk, (12b)

Fxx̃k ` CVaRε´α
`

FxDkδ̄k
˘

ď gx, (12c)
uk P U , x̃0 “ xptq, (12d)
(11b), (11c), (11d), @k P t0, . . . N ´ 1u. (12e)

then the solution is a feasible solution of (5).
Proof: We showed in Lemmas 1, 2 that satisfying (12c)

also satisfies (5c). We further showed in Lemma 3 that the
cost function can be reformulated as a minimization. Plugging
this cost function into the original MPC gives us a min-min
optimization problem that can be combined into a one-layer
optimization given by (12). This is true because the feasible
solution to the one-layer optimization (12) must be a feasible
solution for the min-min problem and vice versa. Hence the
optimal value of both optimizations must be equal.

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We compare our method, DRMPC given in (12) and tight
DRMPC (TDRMPC) that uses constraint (10) in place
of (12c), against chance constrained stochastic MPC (SMPC)
methods that evaluate the chance constraint using mixed
integer variables as seen in [24], [27] and a CVaR MPC
(CMPC) approach inspired by [8], [7], [6]. In [8], the authors
consider a CVaR-constrained MPC whereas in [7] the authors
considered a CVaR cost. Similar to [6], although we don’t
consider dynamic risk, we consider CVaR cost and constraints
in the MPC problem for the most consistent comparison to
our method. The MPC optimizations considered for both these
approaches are given below.



min
u

E
ˆN´1

ÿ

k“0

cpxk, ukq

˙

(SMPC)

s.t. xk`1 “ Axk `Buk `Dδk,

PpFxxk ´ gx ą 0q ď ε,

x0 “ xptq.

min
u

CVaR1´α

ˆN´1
ÿ

k“0

cpxk,ukq

˙

(CMPC)

s.t. xk`1 “ Axk `Buk `Dδk,

CVaRεpFxxk ´ gxq ď 0,

x0 “ xptq.

To illustrate the effectiveness and the advantages of the pro-
posed method, we compare it to chance constrained stochastic
MPC and CVaR MPC. We perturb the probability mass
function of the disturbance to demonstrate the proposed
method’s distributional robustness. We look at a simple two-
dimensional discrete system xk`1 “ Axk`Buk`Dδk, with

A “

„

1.0475 ´0.0463
0.0463 0.9690



, B “ D “

„

0.028
´0.0195



.

The control constraints are ´20 ď uk ď 20, the state
constraints are ´

“

4 4
‰T
ď xk ď

“

4 4
‰T
, and the distur-

bance lies in the set δk P t´1, 0, 1u with probabilities p “
“

0.1 0.8 0.1
‰

respectively. We run 100 random simulations
for each value of ε P t0.09, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9u such that each
simulation has 35 runs of the MPC optimization. The initial
system state, x0, lies somewhere between p3.1, 3.0qT and
p4.1, 4.0qT . For each Monte-Carlo simulation, we randomly
choose an initial condition in this range.
Discussion: The results are summarized in Table I. We have
two comparisons for each value of ε: the nominal case
wherein we do not allow any perturbations to the original
distribution p of the disturbances (α “ 0), and another
allowing random variations in the distribution p with a
total variation distance α. As seen in Table I, for the 100
simulations, the percentage of violation of the constraints is
consistently lower for the distributionally robust formulation.
When α “ 0, the chance constraint and cost for CMPC and
DRMPC are equivalent and the results are the same for both.
However, as soon as we allow for α perturbations in the
distribution of the process noise, we see that DRMPC allows
much fewer constraint violations and has a consistently lower
cost. The TDRMPC is even more risk-averse than DRMPC
due to further constraint tightening and we see the smallest
percentage of constraint violations with behaviors that have
consistently lower cost than SMPC and CMPC.
Fig. 2 depicts one such Monte-Carlo simulation. The con-
straint yk ď 4, where y is the second component of our
state xk, is violated by both the SMPC and CVaR MPC
controllers while the DRMPC and tight DRMPC controllers
do not violate constraints. However, this risk-averse behavior
comes at the cost of slower convergence to the origin.

ε 0.09 0.2 0.5 0.9
α 0 0.05 0 0.15 0 0.4 0 0.8

V
io

la
tio

ns SMPC 3.08 3.17 11.9 12.2 14.6 15.9 23.4 24.1
CMPC 0 0 2.71 3.03 2.97 4.69 2.97 9.28

DRMPC 0 0 2.71 0 2.97 0 2.97 0
TDRMPC 0 0 0.69 0 2.7 0 2.89 0

C
os

t

SMPC 1.12 1.13 1.19 1.19 1.22 1.21 1.31 1.31
CMPC 1.1 1.11 1.13 1.12 1.19 1.18 1.21 1.23

DRMPC 1.1 1.1 1.13 1.01 1.19 1.1 1.21 1.1
TDRMPC 1.01 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.12 1.02 1.18 1.01

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS. THE

PERCENTAGE OF CONSTRAINT VIOLATIONS AND THE AVERAGE COST OF

EACH SIMULATION pˆ104q ARE COMPARED.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
x(t)

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

y(
t)

SMPC
CVaR-MPC

DRMPC
DRMPC (tight)

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

x(t)

3.7

3.8

3.9

4

4.1

y
(t

)

Fig. 2. Top: Comparison of the four controllers through visualization of
one of the 100 simulations (ε “ 0.5, α “ 0.4). Bottom: Yellow region of
the top figure zoomed in for clarity on the behavior near the boundary of the
state constraint set, yk ď 4.

The average times (in seconds) for each MPC iteration are

SMPC: 0.32,CMPC: 0.47,DRMPC: 0.54,TDRMPC: 0.11

run using YALMIP [28] and a Gurobi solver [29] in MATLAB
(on a 2.7 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7 processor). Thus,
TDRMPC provides extra safety and reduced computational
effort compared to SMPC and CMPC (with essentially no cost
penalty in this example). These results motivate and justify
our risk-based chance constraint formulation with the novel
constraint tightening approximations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper considered the problem of DRCC MPC with TVD-
based ambiguity sets. We provided a CVaR tightening of the
DRCC that can be computed offline, thereby reducing real-
time computation. We used this DRCC in conjunction with
a TVD-risk cost to get a distributionally robust MPC formu-
lated as a quadratic program. Our simulation results showed
the efficacy of our method in terms of both computational
efficiency and safety in comparison to other methods. Future



work involves extending this work to general coherent risk
measures with f-divergence ambiguity sets.

APPENDIXA. Batch matrices

The state update matrices for batch form are given by,

Bk “
“

Ak´1B Ak´2B . . . B
‰

P Rnxˆknu

ūk “
“

uT1 uT2 . . . uTk
‰T
P Rknuˆ1

Dk “
“

Ak´1D Ak´2D . . . D
‰

P Rnxˆknd

δ̄k “
“

δT1 δT2 . . . δTk
‰T
P Rkndˆ1.

B. Proof of Lemma 3

Consider (5a) with a quadratic stage cost cpxk,ukq.

J px0,uq “ TVD1´α

ˆN´1
ÿ

k“0

cpxk,ukq

˙

“ α sup
pδ1, ..., δkq

N´1
ÿ

k“0

cpxk,ukq ` p1´ αqCVaR1´α

ˆN´1
ÿ

k“0

cpxk,ukq

˙

Our goal is to find the worst-case value and the CVaR of the
total stage cost. Consider the nominal state update equation,

x̃k`1 “ Ak`1x0 `Bk`1ūk`1 (14)

We can write the quadratic stage cost as a function of the
nominal state (without any disturbance effects) as,

cpxk,ukq “ x
T
kQxk ` u

T
kRuk

“ pAkx0 `Bkūk `Dkδ̄kq
TQpAkx0 `Bkūk `Dkδ̄kq ` u

T
kRuk

“ pAkx0 `Bkūkq
TQpAkx0 `Bkūkq ` 2pAkx0q

TQDkδ̄k

` 2pBkūkq
TQDkδ̄k ` pDkδ̄kq

TQDkδ̄k ` u
T
kRuk

“ x̃TkQx̃k ` u
T
kRuk ` pDkδ̄kq

TQDkδ̄k`

2pAkx0q
TQDkδ̄k ` 2pBkūkq

TQDkδ̄k

“ cpx̃k,ukq `
`

Dkδ̄k ` 2Akx0 ` 2Bkūk
˘T
QDkδ̄k.

We know from the translational invariance property of coher-
ent risk measures that,

TVD1´α

ˆN´1
ÿ

k“0

cpxk,ukq

˙

“

N´1
ÿ

k“0

cpx̃k,ukq`

TVD1´α

ˆN´1
ÿ

k“0

`

Dkδ̄k ` 2Akx0 ` 2Bkūk
˘T
QDkδ̄k

˙

.

Now, the above TVD is expressed as a combination of the
worst-case value and the CVaR. The worst-case value is,

sup
pδ1, ..., δkq

N´1
ÿ

k“0

`

Dkδ̄k ` 2Akx0 ` 2Bkūk
˘T
QDkδ̄k

“ min
mPR

m

s.t. m ě

N´1
ÿ

k“0

`

Dkδ̄
j
k ` 2Akx0 ` 2Bkūk

˘T
QDkδ̄

j
k

@j P t1, . . . , JNu.

Similarly, the CVaR can be computed through a minimization
as shown in Section II. Hence the cost of the MPC can be
rewritten as the minimization given by (11).
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